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About This Game

The water is rising! Run for high ground!

Can you save the helpless little children? It's up to you to make your way through danger and survive the fury of the tsunami!

Doctor Tsunami is an evil scientist whose off shore drilling operation is causing massive tsunamis that plague the small Popoy
Island Nation.

Play as Barry Shane-Buchan and hunt down the mad scientist causing the tsunamis. There are hundreds of levels. You must
navigate crumbling mazes, run wild chases and save yourself while you rescue helpless victims along the way, before the

tsunami kills everyone.

Beat levels by making it to high ground. Collect stars by rescuing lost children. Stars mark your progress in saving lives,
lowering tidal dangers to open up new levels and regions to explore, full of many more lives to save.

There are over 180 Levels. 17 Regions in a vast progressively-open world map full of villages, cities, beaches and all kinds of
adventure!
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The tide is surging! The surf is up! Only you can stop Doctor Tsunami! If you survive.
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doctor tsunami. doctor binocs tsunami. doctor who solar tsunami

I got this game hoping for a more in-depth "fruit ninja" experience. It does many things right, unlike fruit ninja you need to
have edge control of the weapon and follow through with your strike much like a real sword. This is great, however, there is a
delay between the way you turn the blade and the game registering it has been turned. In short there is latency. This causes
frustration since you need to angle the weapon for the strike you require in advance of making the strike. In a game that requires
fast reflexes and quick turns of the sword to hit the fruit that you missed on the first pass, latency is unforgivable and to a
degree makes the game unplayable.

TL:DR It is good, the ideas are there but due to latency and edge control I cannot recommend.. Unicorn Dungeon's a short and
silly adventure game\/roguelike hybrid. It has voice acting and everything. I enjoyed this more than many AAA releases.. in case
you get sick of killing stuff, you can kill yourself instead.. The art design is extremley random and slap dash.
The music gets repetitive and annoying.
The platforming is surprisingly not terrible and the controls are responsive.
Not the worst thing I have played for a dollar.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/lsXAOmt55T8. just point and click, if you are not fans for this kind game/series, i not recommend to get it
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Well its everything it says it is, Cute and abstract. It's an alright game, I wish there was some direction with it. Perfect to waste
time in the gaps of a busy day. Just start it up and go. 6\/10. Kickstarter backed the game as a big fan of the idea. I'm aware the
game is still in early access and will certainly revisit the game at a later date as I still hope to see the concept really work out.

The current release has some great management elements with salaries, contracts, and management options that could be part of
a very unique and interesting game. The initial draft, team creation and starting out is exciting and feels like team management.
Recruiting staff, leveling up your guild abilities and competing for the top spot are good as well. However it feels like they aren't
central enough to the game play and the game just slows down the more you get into it. The tutorial is very long and wordy
making it difficult to get through while absorbing the needed information. The majority of your time in the game will be spent
moving teams around to new quests and controlling battles. It plays much more like a mediocre turn based RPG than anything
else.

Battles are boring and drag the entire game flow down. The battle system plays like a flash or mobile game at best and the vast
majority of the time feels like an annoying task to grind through, not something exciting to play. Being able to "skip" easy
battles wouldn't even really help much without more options of other things to do being added as well. This really saps the fun
out of the game and makes it get boring quickly when it's just repetitive turn after turn of doing the same thing for similar
quests and the only combat variations feeling like if the enemy is high enough to wipe you out.

The class system feels like it could just be dumped almost entirely and just replaced with one large tree you spend points in to
pick skills with branches to level up those skills. Multi classing in the current form feels tacked on and out of place and many of
the classes feel very similar.

The flow of movement around the map feels slow as well, travel time ends up being one of the biggest concerns of the game. If
the travel time is too long you can end up losing a lot of gold with the salary cost you're paying while you travel to a quest. Early
on when you only have one team you will select where to go, click end turn multiple times maybe having a few scout actions or
grindy battles to get to one quest. I felt like later in the game waiting for movement and grinding battles was almost the entire
game. I often wouldn't have any useful scout actions to use, I had multiple full teams and couldn't grow more due to salary cap,
so all I had to do was hope quests I found were near a team and had good rewards a reasonable difficulty and then wait enough
turns to move to them.

The game also suffers from some balance and RNG issues that can result in a quick game loss, heroes being ruined by a random
bad encounter giving them -AP per turn, traits that reduce AP cost or increase AP regen being wildly more powerful than
anything else, difficulty spikes, etc. However balance isn't terrible and I'm pretty confident the team will continue to work on
that so it's not a major concern.

I think my TLDR would be - Still has potential with overhauls of some game aspects, but not worth picking up in its current
state.. Was uncomfortable. Good story. Would experience again.. I dont know why chimps appear to be coding Game controls
these days, when TWENTY YEARS AGO, even before the excellent Half-Life, many games were also allowing FULL
KEYBOARD CONTROL RE-MAPPING to allow the disabled and/or left-handed to use the Number-Keypad to play a game in
the same way as right-handed people are given right-handed control options.

EVERY SINGLE GAME that gives the middle finger to those of us who use the Number-keypad to control games will get a
negative review... Unfortunately this game is not as good as I thought it would be quiet boring actually, but for 3.99 I guess it
can pass some time I was hoping for a more completed game that had a higher price point, but the biggest issue is this game is
not optimised correctly and it heats your PC up very quickly within 5 mins my fans were almost all going at max speed as the
machine was so hot, I can run heavy GFX intense games and don't have this issue. Poor.. A very nice Hidden Object game.
Although the story plot is no surprise it's nice to see that some extra depth has been given to the protagonist. Unlike previous
Artifex Mundi games there is now a simple dialog question \/ response system to give some extra flavor. However, it's optional
and you shouldn't be afraid that this has suddenly turned into an adventure game.
The mini puzzles are the standard fair from the Artifex Mundi game engine, but since their context makes sense I'm not
complaining. The cut scenes are OK, but don't expect any AAA quality.. This is my favorite game to relax in the evenings after
a hard day at work. It can get pretty craaaaaaaaaaazy at times xD. Unique and enjoyable puzzle experience.. this game speaks to
me on a spiritual level

i hate it.. Great game.
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